Using a multiple-scale perturbation method we derive a set of governing equations describing the transformation of long wave and short wave components in a wave group. These equations are derived from Boussinesq equations with the assumption that the length scale of wave group modulation is in the same order of magnitude as that of the bottom variation, and is much longer than the length scale for the carrier (short) waves. Therefore the reflection of carrier waves by the topographical variation is small and neglected. Numerical examples are presented to show that long waves associated with wave group can be reflected resonantly by a field of periodic sandbars.
Introduction
Infragravity waves with periods of 30 sees to few minutes have been observed in shallow coastal areas and their energy levels are highly correlated with energy in the swell-frequency band (7 to 20 sec periods) (Elgar et al. 1992 ). Katoh (1984) suggested that while sea swells mobilize the sediments into suspension, the mass transport in the infragravity waves distributes the suspended sediment to form sandbars. Therefore, the interactions between periodic sandbars and infragravity waves may play an important role in the formation of sandbars with large spacings.
Based on the concept of radiation stresses, Hara and Mei (1987) studied the generation of infragravity waves through the interactions of wave packets and periodic sandbars. In their work, the water depth is assumed to be intermediate and the Bragg resonance is associated with the incident carrier (short) waves; i.e. the wavenumber of the sandbars is about twice of that of the incident short waves. Although both bound long waves and free long waves are generated through interactions, they are not resonantly reflected by periodic sandbars.
In this paper, the Bragg scattering of infragravity waves by periodic sajidbars is investigated. We focus on the shallow water environment where Boussinesq equations are suitable for describing both sea swells and infragravity waves. For simplicity. 4 we assume that the length scale for the sandbar variation is much longer than the wavelength of the sea swells, but is in the same order of magnitude of the length scale for the wave envelope modidation. Therefore, the long waves associated with wave groups might be reflected resonajitly, while the reflection of sea swells is small and neglected.
In the following two sections a multiple-scale perturbation approach is used to derive governing equations for each harmonic of sea swells and associated infragravity waves. These equations are derived from the Boussinesq equations and are coupled nonlinear first-order ordinary differential equations. Numerical solutions for the Bragg reflection of infragravity waves by a periodic sandbar are then investigated.
Modulation Equations in Shallow Water
In this section, a set of modulation equations for groups of sea swells in shallow water is derived from one-dimensional Boussinesq equations. Employing Wo as the characteristic short wave frequency, CQ as the characteristic short wave amplitude and ho as the characteristic water depth, we introduce the following dimensionless variables:
where ^ is the free-surface displacement, u denotes the depth-averaged horizontal velocity and g is the gravitational acceleration. Using these dimensionless variables.
Boussinesq equations can be wntten in the following dimensionless form (Peregrine 1972) :
where
e and /f^ are small parameters representing the nonlinearity and frequency dispersion, respectively. The Boussinesq approximation assumes these two parameters be of the same order of magnitude. We also assume that the variation of depth is small within a typical wavelength, i.e..
0{ dh dx
We shall study the propagation and reflection of groups of modulating sea swells with a carrier wave frequency ujo-Because the length and time scales for the wave envelope are longer than those of carrier waves, we introduce slow variables
The solutions of equations (2) and (3) can be expressed as:
with 0 = j-^dx-t (8) in which n=0, ±1, ±2, ... and 9 represents the phase function of a progressive wave propagating in the positive ^-direction with a local phase speed Vh. The amphtude functions for the free surface displacement and the velocity, C" and u", modulate slowly in time and space. Substituting equations (6) and (7) into equations (2) and (3) and coUecting coefficients of different Fourier components (i.e. n-th harmonic), we obtain a set of continuity and momentum equations for Cn and Similar approaches have been used by Liu et al. (1985) , Yoon and Liu (1987) and Liu et al. (1992) .
When 71=0, Co represents the combination of a steady-state free surface set-down and long waves under wave groups. The governing equations for Co and can be expressed as
For 71,^0, we can eHminate from the resulting continuity and momentum equations to get a set of equations for (". The following relationships have been employed in deriving equation (11):
In the long wave equations (9) and (10) 
Evolution Equations for Wave Envelopes
In this section we decompose the wave envelope in both time and space in Fourier series. Assuming that the fundamental frequency of a wave group, fiÜ < 1, is known, higher harmonics are generated through nonHnearity. Hence the wave envelope, Cn, and the velocity, Uo, can be expressed as Cn=E*rWe-'""^ (14) «O = Etc We -tmnr (15) where m=0, ±1, ±2, ... . By substituting equations (14) and (15) into equations (9)- (11) and after lengthy algebra a set of governing equations for f ^ (for infragravity waves) and '^^ {n 0 for short waves) can be derived as:
in which p=0, ±1, ±2,... and .s=0, ±1, ±2,.... As mentioned in the previous section, the homogeneous part of equation (16) 
It is remarked here that long waves, *f, appear in the right-hand side of the above equation. Therefore, short waves and long waves are fully coupled.
A splitting scheme is used to separate the right-and left-going waves (Kirby 1986 ).
Let '^^ be the sum of right-and left-going long waves:
We then assume the coupled equations
where the coupHng term Hm is to be determined. Substituting equations (18)- (20) into equation (16), we obtain 
The amplitudes of the wave envelope evolve because of nonlinearity, shoaling and reflection. Because the length scale for the bottom variation is longer than the wavelength of the short waves, the reflection of short waves is negligible. However, the reflection of wave group might be significant. The long waves can be expressed as:
in whicli has been used and the slow variable X representing the evolution ofthe wave envelope is defined as:
The carrier waves can also be expressed in the similar form. 
for short waves. In long wave equations (26) and (27), the second and third terms on the left-hand side denote shoaKng and reflection effects, respectively, while the right-hand side terms represent nonhnear interactions, which include self interactions and cross interactions among left-going and right-going long waves, and interactions among different harmonics of short waves.
Once Br, and A-are obtained, the free-surface displacement for long waves and wave groups can be recovered from equations (6), (14), (22) 
Numerical Examples
In ) i.e. the primary waves constitute a regular wave group and the corresponding normalized frequencies are 1 and 1 + fiü, respectively.
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Now we examine the Bragg resonance reflection for long waves over a periodic sandbar field with a finite length. The depth is expressed as
in which p is the dimensionless amplitude and S is the wavenumber of the ripple bed.
The orders of magnitude of p and 6 are 0(e) and Oifi), respectively. Rewriting the governing equations for long waves as "'^+"i^-^" -"è^^-"""^^=+ (35) "'w+"^ê^"
-"èê^'""^"=+o('^ (36)
in which NLT represents nonlinear terms. Using equation (34) and dh 6"== + e-""
in equations (35) and (36), we can express the third terms on the left-hand side of (35) and (36) in the following forms where /3 is written as
In general, e^'"'' are fast varying terms. Therefore, the influence of the reflected long waves, B^, on the slowly modulating transmitted long waves, A^, is negUgible, and vice versa. Consequently, the reflected long wave is insignificant. However, when {3 is zero, i.e.
the fast varying components, e±''', become unity. Hence the reflected long waves, B^, are as important as the transmitted long waves, A^. Equation (39) and e=0.08, //^=0.1. In both cases, n""=4 and m^"=4 are used and the fundamental frequency of the wave group (fiQ) is 0.111 which satisfies the resonance reflection condition for the first harmonic (m=l), (39). In figure 2 snap shots of free surface profiles and the transmitted long waves (first harmonic only) over the ripple bed are presented. Because the nonHnearity is much stronger in the second case ( figure 2(b) ) than in the first case ( figure 2(a) ), the ampHtude ofthe transmitted long waves is much Hgher and the free surface profile eventuaUy becomes irregular.
In figures 3 and 4 four harmonics of both transmitted and reflected long waves are plotted over the ripple bed. In both cases, the first harmonic (m=l) dominates in the reflected long waves because of resonance, while higher harmonics become more important when the nonHnearity is significant (see figure 4 (a) ). Figure 5 shows the ampHtude spectrum of the wave group at the end of sandbar field, x=L, For the case 15 with stronger nonHnearity more energy is transferred to the other harmonics from the initial conditions, Al and Al.
Next we investigate the resonance reflection with a variable length of the rippled bed, L, but with a fixed number of ripples, N. We use two sets of difi'erent lengths for the ripple bed: X=9A iN=9), A is the wavelength of a ripple, and i=18A (A^=18).
Thus, choosing 6 to vary from 0.2 to 1.2, L varies from 90;r to 157r for X=9A, while L varies from ISOTT to SOTT for i=18A. Figure 6 shows the amphtudes of reflected long waves for each harmonic. The number of ripples is fixed as 18. There are three resonant wavenumbers corresponding to 5=0.4 (m=l), 0.8 (m=2) and 1.2 (m=3).
The ampHtude of the first harmonic is much larger than those of the second and the third because the relative importance of higher harmonics decreases as m increases.
Hence, the first resonance ampHtude is also much bigger than the others. 
Conclusions
In this paper we have derived a set of governing equations from Boussinesq equations to study the evolution of wave groups and long waves in a slowly varying depth shallow water. A simple sphtting technique is employed to get the coupled nonli evolution equations for right-and left-going long waves.
The evolution of wave groups and long waves are examined over the sinusoidally varying bottom topography. The reflected long waves could be resonated by the inter¬ action with bottom topography under the Bragg reflection condition. The magnitude of resonant eff'ect is not surprising but appreciable.
In this study we show only the numerical results of propagation and reflection of wave group and long waves due to the lack of field or experimental data. The comparison of numerical result to the field data would be valuable to understand the formation mechanism of longer-spaced multiple sandbars. Figures. 
